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From:

Nuland, Victoria J <i0=SBUSTATE/OU=USNATO AG/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NULANDVJ>

Sent:

Friday, June 3, 2016 5:43 PM

To:
Subject:

RE: Loan Guarantee

RELEASE IN
PART B6

Tx!
From: Pyatt, Geoffrey R
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2016 6:54 AM
To: Nuland, Victoria J
Subject: RE: Loan Guarantee
Very positive P2-Groysman vibe, and I passed your personal congrats to both.
From: Nuland, Victoria J
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2016 1:53 PM
To: Pyatt, Geoffrey R
Subject: Re: Loan Guarantee

Flurray.
From: Pyatt, Geoffrey R
Sent: Friday, ]une 3, 2016 6:46 AM
To: Rudolph, Josh S. EOP/NSC; Rose, Douglas B; Benjaminson, Anne W; 'Alex.Grohovsky
'BenjaminsonAW@state.gov'; Benton, Jonathan S; Chumak, Boris
(trade);
; 'Bradley.Setser
'; 'Brinkba2@state.gov'; 'Catherine.Newcombe
; Dallas, Brendan J; Demi, Endrit; Deters, Thomas;
Dullea, Scott C. EOP/NSC; 'clunniganRL@state.gov'; 'EURACEUkraineteam-DL@state.gov'; 'EUR-UkraineDesk-DL@state.gov'; 'Evan elia.Bouzis
; Faimeather, Rob
S. EOP/OMB; Hafner, Betsy (US Treasury Department); 10C-IntelligenceOperationsCenterWATCHOFFICE
'; 'jokatz
' Jones, Paul W;
lulia.Friedlande
; 'Kelly.Johnsolf
; Kubiske, Lisa; Laitinen, William H; 'Lockwood, Andrea'; Lorenz, Andrew R; Matthew Edwards; Matthew Murray;
Murray, Matthew (trade); 'Matthew.Malloy
; Lally, Michael (Dept of Commerce); 'Michael.Lally
'Michael.Leonard2
'Michaelliebermari
Montgomery, Molly C; 'nulandyj@state.gov'; paul.tumminia
'PyattGR@state.gov'; Rodihan, Katie M. EOP/CEA; Romanowski,
Alina L; 'RubinES@state.gov'; Ryan, Erika S. EOP/OMB; Saad, Fouad P. EOP/OMB; Shambaugh, Jay C. EOP/CEA; 'Skip Jones'; 'slittlO
'Stephan.Vitvits
; Little, Stephen (FA/RGI); Rhodes, Thomas (E&E/EG); tmelia@usaid.gov'; Topping, Jennifer; Urbanas, Elizabeth (Contact); Wagner, JoAnne;
Watson, Samuel R; Wilcox, John L; Yorke, Vanessa A; Fittipaldi, Mark F. (GC/EGEL); Gonzales, Laura (KYIV/DIR); Katz, Jonathan; Kelley, Ste hen' McPherson, Donald B.
(GC/EA); Pennell, John (EA/DIR); Makanju, Anna A. EOP/OVP; Hartwell, Kyle E. EOP/NSC; Zentos, Elisabeth (nsc.eop); Ciaramella, Eric A
Pedroni, Michael (nsc)
Cc: Dunne, Kristina M; KyivTaskForce; Nuland, Victoria J; Heffern, John A; Brink, Bridget A; Makanju, Anna
Subject: Loan Guarantee

Bankova press release in Google translate
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am sure that we rebuild our country - President of the signing of the Agreement on rendering assistance to Ukraine US $ I billion
In the presence of the President of Petro Poroshenl<o was signed the Declaration of Intent and Agreement on Safeguards borrowing between Ukraine and the United States.
The President noted that the result of today's signing will be even more effective cooperation between Ukraine and the USA. An agreement on this was reached during the visit
of the Head of State in Washington, meeting with US President Barack Obama, Vice President Joseph Biden. "This is evidence that the United States to Ukraine is a reliable
strategic partner", - said Poroshenko.
He expressed confidence that after the signing of giving our state aid amounting to 1billion US dollars will be signed and the instrument of our cooperation with the IMF and
other financial institutions, obtaining macro-financial assistance from the EU. "It will promote economic growth in Ukraine, - he said.
"I am very grateful to the US for such an important and timely assistance to our country. I am sure that with the global coalition in support of Ukraine we rebuild our country, "said Poroshenko.
According to him, almost only became aware of what will be an agreement on macro-financial assistance, the world-famous International rating agency Moody's immediately
revised its forecast for the rate of the Ukrainian hryvnia, the Ukrainian securities in the European market have improved their performance and "it is a symbol that investors
believe in Ukraine. ''
"Today our common understanding - and this is a common front counter external aggression against Ukraine from Russia. They do not want to say that there is not even afraid
of our success, "- he said and added that the main requirements of our soldiers - as we spend fighting the reforms we want to return from the front to another country.
Poroshenko said that this is absolutely consistent with his position and the position of the government and most of the Parliament.
The President stressed that today is a very important event - we went to this for months implementing reforms, ensuring an effective fight against corruption by making the
appropriate steps for the adoption of legislation which was the finale yesterday adoption of amendments to the Constitution.
The head of state called a unique opportunity and a unique step changes with the Constitution ofjudicial reform. Changes were made to the Basic Law before, but this time was
strictly procedural, discussion continued during the year with the assistance of the world and Ukrainian scientific establishment.
"I think that strong full judicial reform, which will provide a complete reboot of the judiciary will make its work transparent. It is apparent Ukraine achievement and
demonstration of our strong willingness to reform, "- he said.
In turn, US Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey R. Pyatt has called an important step of signing a new President and Ukraine on the path to stability and economic growth, an
additional incentive reforms already conducted, and evidence of US obligations to the people of Ukraine.
'Signing of loan guarantees is evidence of significant progress and significant reforms in Ukraine that you, Mr. President and the Ukrainian government managed to achieve,'
said US Ambassador to Ukraine.
Geoffrey R. Pyatt also noted that this agreement as the previous loan guarantees will facilitate implementation of the programs of the International Monetary Fund. Ukraine
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managed to make significant reforms over the past two years.
personally and the United States express their support and appreciation to your leadership, Mr. President, in the context of the appointment of the new Attorney General,
and especially in how developing our cooperation with the Office of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine Yuriy Lutsenko," - said US Ambassador to Ukraine. He added that the
appointment and prosecutors reform will not only building a favorable investment climate and sustainable economic growth in Ukraine, but Ukrainian restore confidence in
government.
Ambassador Pyatt congratulated the President, Prime Minister and Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada yesterday's successful vote on amendments to the Constitution in terms of
justice and called it very important signal to the international community and shared his impressions on how the Parliament has demonstrated its unity. "This is an important
signal to the world - Ukraine needs unity and political forces support you, Mr. President, to reform the European and democratic Ukraine. We congratulate you on this
achievement, "- said the Ambassador. He also said that today in Ukraine is a large delegation of American congressmen that is very important and significant for the further
development and deepening of cooperation between the US and Ukraine.
At the signing ceremony was also attended by Prime Minister of Ukraine Vladimir Groisman. From the Ukrainian side document was signed by Minister of Finance of Ukraine
Alexander Danyluk, with US Acting Director of the US Agency for International Development Joel Sandefur.
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